A Monte Carlo code has been developed to simulate ~ndi~dual electron interactions. The code has been instrumental in determining the range of validity for the widely used condensed history method. This task was accomplished by isolating and testing the condensed history assumptions. The results show that the condensed history method fails for low energy electron transport due to inaccuracies in energy loss and spatial positioning.
able quantities such as backscatter coefficients were calculated by the condensed history code using each set of distributions. We have identified three sources of error in the condensed history method; inaccuracies arise from the use of (1) multiscatter angular deflection theory, (2) multiscatter energy loss theory, and (3) the straight flight path approximation. It will be shown that correcting errors in the energy loss theory offers the greatest improvement over the condensed history method. Although the energy loss theory used in conventional condensed history calculations preserves the correct mean energy loss, the distributions about the mean are vastly different than single scatter results.
The following section describes and validates the single scatter Monte Carlo code. Sections 3 and 4 describe each level of the comparison approach alluded to above. Section 5 provides some discussion of the conditions under which condensed history fails and briefly describes a new method, the Response History Monte Carlo Method [2] , that is a candidate to supplement condensed history calculations for low energies. This new method inspired the substitution of distributions described in section 4.
Single-scatter Monte Carlo
Simulating individual electron scattering events using the Monte Carlo method is computationally intensive due to the extremely large cross sections for fig. 2 for 20 keV electrons normally incident on a thick gold target. The analog code works well for both high and low atomic number materials. As expected, condensed history results disagreed with the analog Monte Carlo and experimental results for these low energy backscatter problems so they were not included in the comparisons thus far. 
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The condensed history method works well for higher energies as demonstrated by the transmitted energy spectrum for 1 MeV electrons exiting through a 0.15 g/cm2 gold foil as shown in fig. 3 . Results from the analog Monte Carlo code nearly reproduce the experimental values by Rester et al. [12] and are in concurrence with the condensed history codes, ETRAN and MCNP4 [13] . The ETRAN data was taken from the Rester article while MCNP4 (a new version of MCNP for neutron, photon, and electron transport) calculations were performed by the authors. The transmitted fraction calculated in the analog code for this problem was 0.379 k 1.9% which compares well with the 0.37 transmitted fraction predicted by both ETRAN and MCNP4. The experiment by Rester et al. quotes 0.43 as the transmitted fraction. The difference between the analog results and the experimental measurements is at least partially attributable to the lack of photonelectron coupling in the analog code. This difference will be reduced as energy decreases for bremsstrahlung energy loss is more prevalent for high energy electrons.
Backscatter calculations are interesting since they are especially difficult for condensed history calculations to reproduce. Backscatter percentages, as functions of energy, for electrons normally incident on gold and aluminum are shown in figs. 4 and 5 respectively. indicate that integrated and differential quantities measured experimentally are reproducible with the analog Monte Carlo code.
Evaluation of multiscattering distributions
The condensed history method was developed to approximate the cumulative effect of many collisions for high energy electrons. The cornerstone for the condensed history method is the assumption that the electron energy and direction can be updated by sampling from PDFs representing electron characteristics after a certain path-length has been traveled. Different theories exist for approximating the electron state after traveling a certain path-length and suffering multiple collisions. These multiscatter PDFs require assumptions about the electron scattering angle, energy loss, and spatial diffusion. These restrictive assumptions prove to be the downfall of the condensed history method for low energy electrons.
The multiscatter PDFs are calculated for a set of particular energies, Ej, before the electron simulation commences.
The energy spacing is determined by assigning a number of energy steps, N, for the electron to lose half its initial energy, Einit,
(1)
The average distance, ri, traveled by an electron between Ei and E,+l is calculated using the CSDA, after a path-length of 3.18~ 10P4 cm in aluminum.
Multiscatter angle d~trib~t~on~
Goudsmit and Saunderson developed a formulation for approximating the angle distributions for multiscattered electrons. These distributions are based on the number of collisions that occur and the average scattering angle per collision. The average scattering distribution for individual elastic collisions is described by a Legendre expansion,' P&OS 6,). The addition theorem for spherical harmonics is invoked to determine the Legendre coefficients for electrons that have encountered n collisions by assuming azimuthal symmetry for each scattering event. The final Legendre expansion coefficients, G,, for the multiscatter angle distribution are obtained by a weighted average over the number of collisions encountered, 
A multiscatter angle distribution is constructed from the Legendre moments, G,, in the usual way. Goudsmit-Saunderson distributions used in MC-NP4 were compared to equivalent distributions calculated using the analog Monte Carlo code. The multiscatter angle distributions for electrons with energies of 256 keV and 64 keV traveling through gold are shown in figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Similar distributions were obtained in aluminum as shown in figs. 8 and 9 for energies of 128 keV and 32 keV, respectively. Because electron scattering in gold is less forwardly peaked than in aluminum, the Goudsmit-Saunderson angular distribution is more accurate for gold. This superior accuracy reveals itsetf in the better agreement with the analog Monte Carlo results in figs. 6 and 7. trons after a path-length of 1.46 X 10m4 cm in gold.
Multiscatter energy distributions
The simplest energy loss formulation is given by the continuous slowing down approximation; the correct average energy loss is preserved but details about the random individual interactions are lost. predictions except for the 32 keV electrons in fig. 13 . This is due to the large percentage of electrons that have escaped without an interaction since the CSDA is based on the average energy loss for coliided particles. These comparisons were performed over default substep sizes used in MCNP4. Blunck-~isegang distributions were derived for full energy step sizes then normalized to substeps distances. The above comparisons reveal the inaccuracies in the distributions as they are implemented in the condensed history code. Additional comparisons were made for energy loss distributions over a full energy step. Blunck-Leisegang and Monte Carlo energy distributions show better agreement over a full energy step than they did over a substep as seen in figs. 14 and 15. Blunck and Leisegang's theory is inapplicable for low energy electrons, especially in high Z materials. Not only are there inaccuracies with the Blunck-Leisegang theory but the substep normalization process is in error. 
Replacement of the multiscatter distributions
Many analytical and empirical corrections can be made to condensed history through changes in the multiscatter distributions to improve the results for low energy problems. It is not clear whether the altered multiscatter distributions constitute a real improvement or simply an artifact from error cancelation. The previous comparisons show the error in the theoretically generated energy and direction PDFs. It is difficult to determine the impact that the deviation has on the final transport results by simple ~mparing the PDFs. As a means of evaluating this impact, the muitiscattering PDFs used in the condensed history code MCNP4 were replaced with multiscatter distributions generated by the single-scatter Monte Carlo code. The results obtained represent the best a condensed history type method can achieve since the distributions are exact to within statistical fluctuations of the analog Monte Carlo calculation.
The modified version of MCNP4 samples from these new PDFs for angle and energy (thus the name MCNP4AE). The analog generated PDFs were constructed by tracking 1~000 electron histories and recording the energy and direction after traveling a distance equal to an MCNP4 default substep size. MCNP4AE results are relatively unchanged from MCNP4 calculations for backscatter calculations in aluminum ( fig. 16) . Results where the energy loss was calculated by the CSDA in the two codes (MCNP4 and MCNP4AE), shown in fig. 17 , further isolate the changes induced by using replacement PDFs. The close agreement in these comparisons shows that the energy and angle distributions used in condensed history for aluminum agree fairly well with analog distributions. Similar analysis was performed for transport through gold with a much different outcome as seen in figs 
MCNP4AE
when the CSDA was used for the energy loss suggest that the energy treatment rather than the angular distributions are incorrect. Backscatter results were dramatically improved for energies below 100 keV in gold when both the analog generated angle and energy distributions were used.
Discussion
Of the three modes of failure mentioned in section 1, inaccuracies in the multiscatter energy loss distributions impacts the condensed history results most significantly. The results reveal that Blunck-Leisegang distributions are unsatisfactory even though they preserve the correct average energy loss. Agreement with experiment improved when the conventional energy loss straggling PDFs were replaced by PDFs generated from analog Monte Car10 especially for transport in gotd below 100 keV. The backscatter coefficient remained reiativefy unchanged in aluminum with these replacements. The Blunck-Leisegang straggling distributions are biased towards higher energy loss per substep which results in an under-prediction of the backscatter percentage.
The multiscatter angle costributions as given by Goudsmit and Saunderson's theory agree fairly closely with distributions generated via analog Monte Carlo. Insignificant differences were found when MCNP4 was compared to MCNP4AE using the CSDA for energy loss. This comparison isolated the multiscatter angle distribution by holding all other variables constant and proved that even the "correct" angle distributions will not give better results.
Even with the correct angle and energy distributions, the condensed history method does not faithfully reproduce the analog Monte Carlo results. This difference is attributable to the straight-line approximation used in condensed history. Even with the addition of path-length and lateral displacement corrections suggested by Berger [l] , results were not always improved. A new method, Response History Monte Carlo To extend the validity of the condensed history method, improvements must be made in (1) the energy loss straggling distributions, and (2) corrections to the straight-line approximation. Substantially better results were observed in gold by replacing the conventional energy loss PDFs with more accurate PDFs generated by a single-scatter Monte Carlo code. Calculations for transport in aluminum showed little change using the analog generated PDFs. Results were improved in both materials using the more detailed spatial and energy treatment in the RHMC method.
